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Singapore's Fabulous Kites, Part 2
by V. Quek, G. Guy, D. Ho

Category: Bird

Feeding The Chicks

In the early days of the chicks, the day typically starts with the Female perched in and
around the nest guarding it. The male goes out into the nearby grassland area to hunt.

The female on the Nesting Tree. This female will be seen guarding the nest from the Nesting Tree
or the High Perch, about 5-10m away from the nest. The female will preen herself regularly. While
perched, she would also flick her tail up and down at regular intervals. The reason for this action
has yet to be determined.

As the male approaches the nest with prey, the female would go out to greet him. She would then
return to the High Perch while the male flies straight into the nest to feed the hungry chicks.

Female returning to the High Perch. The female would return to the
high perch near the nest, moments before the male would swoop into
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the nest with prey in hand to feed the hungry chicks.

Male Adult approaching the nest at speed with a nice juicy prey in claw.

Diet for the chicks include, rat and lizard. The adult would rip and tear the prey and feed each chick
fairly. No favoritism was observed as the adult fed the 3 chicks.

Adult passing food to 1 of the chicks after ripping and tearing pieces of the prey.
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Adult working his back hard into tearing up a lizard.

The rip and tear technique of the kite requires some very strong talons, back and beak. It would hold
the prey in its claws, get a good grip on the prey with the beak, raise its shoulders with chin tucked
against its chest, and then tilt the head back for the final tearing motion. Occasionally, blood from the
prey could be seen in and around the mouth and eyes.
Once feeding is completed and the male adult flies off to get another prey, the chicks would sometimes
stay hunkered down or take a walk on the edge of the nest to test flight their wings.

In the first 3 weeks after hatching, based on our observation, feeding occurs twice in the morning and
probably twice in the evening too as the adult would bring in prey, rip and tear and feed the chicks.
These observations were consistent for the 1st and 8th of Feb.

By the 3rd week, around Feb 15th, about 3 weeks after the chicks have hatched, the adults kite
behavior and feeding pattern changed slightly. This time, the adult would just drop the prey in the nest
and left it up to the chicks to rip and tear the prey up on their own. No more “beak feeding” from
Daddy.

Defending the Nest

This is where most of the action is really. The adults after feeding the chicks normally don’t perch at the
nesting tree as part of their defense. They normally choose a perch that is about 50-100m away where
they command a broad view of the area, usually on bare branches, maximizing the sighting of any
threats that may approach the nesting area. As a Large Billed Crow or other Raptor flies to within the
nest area(within 50-100m), the female on guard duty swoops down from her observation perch to
intercept the intruder. With speed and agility, she chases the intruder with tenacity, sometimes double-
teamed by the male who could suddenly show up from another nearby perch. On one occasion, we
observed her trying to dislodge a Large Billed Crow from a perch within the vicinity of the nest. The
female kite only stopped attacking until she literally “persuaded” the crow with her talons to “GET OFF”
the perch. The Crow did not need further persuasion to leave quickly. If I were a crow, I guess I would
not argue when faced with eight 3-5cm curved talons. We observed however that the kites were very
tolerant to Bulbuls, Dollar birds and Sunbirds that would occasionally perch to within 5-10m of the nest.
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Adult Kite landing into the Nesting Tree. Notice the flared wings and lowered tail. Also notice the
single feather sticking out of the leading edge of each wing like forward adjustable leading edges
of planes. This birds can scream from speed and then suddenly flare and come to a graceful
decelerated glide to execute a perfect landing on a small branch sometimes no larger in diameter
than one of its own leg.

Even when their own species comes to within range, a more gentle approach to hinting at their own kind
seems to be more evident. The female would intercept the cousin with what appears to be a talon
locking maneuver where she flips over and sort of attacks from below. From afar, it may have seen to
be a mating ritual but it was obviously not as her mate was perched nearby observing the defensive
action.

Hunting Behavior

Watching a BSK hunt is another exciting visual experience. It would soar rather low above before
spotting something moving on the ground. It would then move down lower and hover, moving left,
moving right to adjust for the final dive position. Unlike a humming bird that moves its whole wing, the
kite can appear to hold the leading edge of the wing still while fluttering the trailing edge to maintain its
position. 
When its time to pounce on the prey, it folds its wings up and drops down vertically on its prey. The
next thing you see is it takes off with the prey in its clutches.
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Kite in Flight with Prey in its grasp. Imagine being a rat, as you are scrounging
around the ground, you hear a sudden swoosh from above. You look up to see
this flash of white with red glowing eyes descending on you, as it approaches
swiftly, the flash of white changes to bright yellow claws…………and the rat says
“I’m *****d”. Curtains for the rat.

After catching its favorite prey in its clutches, it would fly off to a nearby tree to gnaw off the head of
the prey. Once nicely “prepared” and dead, it would then fly off to the nest to either feed the very
young chicks or drop off the prey once the chicks are much older. In some cases, the prey is for their
own consumption.

After catching this rat, the adult sometimes perches on a tree with the prey. With its huge curved
claws, the kite’s iron grip determines almost certain death of the prey.
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Juveniles Fledging

By the 3rd weekend, we knew the juveniles would fledge soon. And somehow between the 3rd to 4th
weekend we missed their very first flight. It was Feb 22nd when we last went in. As the sun rose, the
chicks were out of their nest having a bathe of early morning light. One thing we also noticed that the
chicks do not have the characteristic red glowing eye of the adults when they look into the sun. The
eyes of the juvenile kites are more of a dark brown-black coloration. 

Juveniles out of the nest being bathe in the morning sun.

Right after the above photo was taken, all 3 of them took flight around the nesting tree. Judging from
their flight, they must have had some practice between that Sunday and the week before.

Juvenile in early morning flight.

The chicks would perch on similar favorite perches of the parents. The adults and juveniles would call
frequently to each other. Generally, these kites are rather silent but are capable of emitting a variety of
whistling calls. A thin wailing whistling is used at the nest and a variation is used in displays. A double
whistle, “plee-wit”. “plee-wit” call is associated with alarm or food. A raucous, asthmatic sound is often
used in calls to each other and these are hard for human ears to detect.
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The 3 siblings on one of the parent’s favorite perches.

We also noticed 2 of the siblings were closer to each other. Not all the time would all three siblings
perch on the same tree. Most of the time, 2 of them would fly around the area together and perch in
very close proximity to each. 
So meanwhile what are the parents up to???? Starting another brood. Now you know how the Shagging
Tree got its name.

The Adult Kites mating again.

Conclusion

This was a successful brood that fledged to fend on its own. A week after Feb 22nd, we observed one of
the juveniles with its own rat in hand gnawing away. A wonderful and happy end to the month long
observation and photography.
The few things we learned about this joint effort was that we all learned to be better field
photographers. We also learnt our own limitations as well as our equipment’s limitations. We learnt to
share our tasks and be successful as a team. But most important of all, we all learnt more about the
species by spending time to observe it, which was more rewarding than just getting the shot.

THE END

Update March 27th: Its been almost 1 month since the juveniles fledged. We observed one
juvenile and its eyes had already turned yellow.
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The Juvenile Black Shouldered about 2-3 months old. Its eyes have turned from Black to
Yellowish.
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